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ABSTRACT. It is shown that the direct product of two Room pairs of quasigroups 
is not a Room pair as was previously believed. 
A Room square of order 2n (n a positive integer) is an arrangement of 
2n objects in a square array of  side 2n -- 1 with the following properties: 
(i) each of  the (2n --  1) 2 cells is either empty or contains exactly two 
distinct objects; 
(ii) each row and each column of the array contains each of the 2n 
objects exactly once; 
(iii) every unordered pair of  distinct objects occurs in exactly one cell 
of  the array. 
A Room pair o f  quasigroups is a pair (G, r)(G, c) of commutative idem- 
potent quasigroups where r and c are binary operations, satisfying the 
following two orthogonality conditions: 
(i) i fp~Gandx,  y~Gsuch  that xry = xcy =p,  then x~y=p;  
(ii) if p =/= q, p, q E G, then there exists at most one unordered pair x, 
y ~ G such that xry ~ p and xcy = q. 
It is shown in [1, p. 87] that a Room pair of quasigroups is equivalent 
to a Room square. 
It is also stated in [1, p. 87] that the direct product of two Room pairs 
of quasigroups (G, r)(G, c) and (H, ~)(H, ~) is again a Room pair 
(GXH, r*)(GXH, c*). The typical element of  GXH is an ordered pair 
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(g, h), g ~ G and h ~ H where the operations r* and c* are defined as 
follows: 
(g, h) r*(g', h') = (grg', h~h'), 
(g, h) c*(g', h') = (gcg', h~h'). 
It may be easily checked that the product is a pair of commutative 
idempotent quasigroups satisfying the first orthogonality condition. 
However, due to the commutativity of the original quasigroups when- 
ever the pair (g, h) and (g', h') is a solution to the equations 
(x, x')  r*(y. y') = (p, p') 
and 
(x, x') c*(y, y') = (q, q') where (p, p') :~ (q, q'), 
then the pair (g, h') and (g', h) is another solution to the same equations. 
Thus if the elements g, g', h, h' are all distinct, the second orthogonality 
condition is not satisfied. 
In particular (using the Bruck formulation of the example of Archbold 
and Johnson [1, pp. 88-89]) if we let G=H= GF(2 ~) -{0} where 
GF(U) is the field of order 8, generated by the primitive element x, where 
x a 6- x 2 6- 1 = 0, and define the operations r and c for all g, h in G as 
follows: 
if g~h,  
and 
otherwise, 
Then the equations 
and 
grh -= g 6- h 
gch = (g-1 _~_ h-1)-1; 
grg = gcg = g. 
(x ~, xO r*(xk, x *) = (x 3, x 2) 
(x~, xJ) e*(x k, x ~) = (x 6, x ~ 
have 2 unordered sets of simulations olutions (x 2, x4)(x ~ x 5) and (x 2, x 5) 
(x0, x4). 
Thus the direct product of pairs of Room quasigroups i not a pair of 
Room quasigroups and thus does not produce a Room square. 
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